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Story: A long time ago, in Japan. One day, the ordinary lives of the people around this fairy world were changed due to the appearance of a beast named "Folk". Rikka. A girl who's young, innocent and naive. She wakes up after an eight-year sleep. The present is turned into a dark land. A frightening fairy tale begins in the mysterious world… "The
Village of Dreams". "Dote, Dote, Dote, Dote, Dote, Dote…" A fairy tale that seems like it's about to wake up to reality. The story of a mysterious dream. The story of a girl who is tied to the tracks of a one-way train. "Nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go…" Dote…"Dote, dote, dote, dote, dote, dote…" Dote…"Dote, dote, dote, dote, dote, dote…" "Replay?"
"Replay?" "Replay?" "Replay?" "Replay?" "Replay?" "Replay?" She's looking for something, somewhere she longs to go, somewhere she really wants to go. There's no escape from what's ahead, no matter how far she runs, or how she tries to hide. It can't be avoided. A new story is about to begin. "Replay?" "Nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go…"
Dote…"Dote, dote, dote, dote, dote, dote…" "Replay?" "Dote…" "Nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go…" Dote…"Dote, dote, dote, dote, dote, dote…" "Replay?" "Nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go…" She's looking for something, somewhere she longs to go, somewhere she really wants to go. There's no escape from what's ahead, no matter how far she
runs, or how she tries to hide. It can't be avoided. A new story is about to begin. "Replay?" "Nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go…" Dote…"Dote, dote, dote, dote, dote, dote…" "

Evdeki Lanet Features Key:
Simple & fun to play
Four difficulty levels
Multi-player game support
Arcade mode
Coin collecting

Game play basics:

Yellow flags = lie, and white flags = be honest, and purple flags = finish your shot.
Hitting a dead end = you'll get a finisher penalty
Try using a tee to get to the pin.
You have a maximum score (18 if you want the full bonus mode)
Have fun!

High scores:

Legend - number of games played
Bullet - number of balls thrown
X - number of mis-hits
Perf - number of prodigious shots played
Enime - number of unusual swings
Fubar - number of foul shots
Funny - number of fabulous 8's
Fin - number of finished shots
Sub - number of previously seen golf holes
Pie - number of perfect shots
Swivel - number of actions ended around a curve
Stoke - number of fake spikes
Tail - number of happy tails
Yoyo - number of triangles
Yoyo2 - number of 2nd thing Yoyo or ping-ponging
Xhpx - Xhpx is here. How's it going?
Sport - maximum score

The golfing community:

Scoreboards - view scores of other golfers
Reminders - view when you need to shoot
Comments - look at or leave a comment
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